
Inspiring Democracy in Dudley

Report from a workshop held on 22 October 2012 
with residents and members of community, 

voluntary and faith groups and networks



Key findings

The key findings from the participatory workshop were that there was broad support for 
proposals outlined in the Report of Scrutiny Chairs as part of the Dudley MBC’s consultation on 
Area Committees.

In particular issues around existing arrangements being too bureaucratic and formal and offering 
insufficient time devoted to local issues were highlighted throughout discussions in the workshop.

In terms of the proposed purpose and format of future Community Forums there was support 
show for items 4 and 5: the focus being engagement between local people and councillors to 
discuss local issues, and the format promoting community participation (page 5 and pages 7-11).

Proposals for a move from typical council committee format was well supported, with specific 
demand for use of friendly, locally accessible community venues, focus on local issues and an 
informal room layout (items 14 and 19 in Scrutiny Chairs report, pages 7-11 of this report).

Proposals for wider communication using a range of media were supported, as were agendas with 
a focus on local issues (items 16 and 17 in Scrutiny Chairs report, pages 7-11 of this report).

Proposals for a process of ongoing review and flexible arrangements, which are locally responsive 
(not-one size fits all) were supported (23 in Scrutiny Chairs report).

Community group members have a lot to offer, (see page 8 and Appendix 2) and need to see real 
change in order to trust that there is commitment to something different.
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1. Purpose and objectives of the workshop

The purpose of the session was for participants to discuss proposed changes to Area Committees 
(described in this consultation paper:  www.tinyurl.com/areacommreview) and ways that new 
forums could be designed and delivered in collaboration.

The objectives were for participants to: 
• reflect on and share how they feel now about their relationship with elected members and 

what they would like the relationship to be like
• consider the changing role of elected members and findings of the focus group in Dudley and 

the proposed changes to Area Committees and related decision making process
• identify the skills, passions, knowledge and connections they have which can facilitate 

collaborative and inclusive community forums
• contribute thinking and offers in relation to what the council are seeking

The workshop participants were 3 local councillors and 16 individuals from 12 different groups, 
organisations and networks. The workshop discussions were supported by 6 officers from Dudley 
CVS, Dudley MBC and Dudley Community Partnership. In addition 2 officers from Dudley CVS 
tweeted during the evening, took photos and created videos. 

A full participant and officers list is provided in Appendix 1

Videos from the workshop are available to view at www.tinyurl.com/inspiringdemocracy2012
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2. Our relationships

Participants discussed in groups ways that they would describe their relationships with their local 
councillors. The three local councillors involved in the workshop formed a group and discussed 
their relationship with local communities. The following is feedback from the group discussions.

For some people in community groups and faith groups the relationships with councillors are non-
existent in the sense of relating to them as councillors - which raises a question as to what their 
role is. For example a member of a community panel hadn’t processed that he was relating to an 
elected member in that capacity - the focus is on priorities for the area. Why would we go to an 
elected member unless it was around issues around funding or policy.? Is going to an elected 
member disrespectful to council employees who you already have relationships with? Maybe 
there are ways that community groups could be involving and drawing on the 
expertise that elected members bring. 

Some people in the second group had good relationships - on first name terms. Others felt that 
there isn’t enough time to raise local issues. There was a feeling that councillors can be too 
political - they need to work together for the benefit of communities, not political 
fighting. Councillors can be too bureaucratic, it feels difficult to get information that is needed and 
it should be readily available. Councillors are active with groups, but not so familiar with individuals 
in communities.

For some people it is a bit of a mystery 
who their local councillor is,  where 
they can be accessed, what their 
interests are - perhaps professionally 
people have contact with them, but not 
in their own area where they live. 
Others had examples of really 
positive contributions that 
councillors have made. There was 
discussion about whether residents all 
recognise the political context of 
elected members, there was a request 
that the manifesto for local councillors 
should be around Dudley people, they 
are there to serve local interests. An 
example was given of how knowing a 
local councillor has really benefitted the 
work of a community group.

Councillors feel that there isn’t enough time to meet local people. Different 
communication tools can get in the way sometimes, leave people wondering who their councillor 
is, what they look like. Human contact is important. Dudley Council Plus is like a big black hole for 
some issues which local councillors put forward. Though sometimes councillors and officers hide 
behind the technology, and bat things off to other people, without knowing that things have been 
dealt with. Experiences of councillors in the workshop was that a lot of people who approach 
them are older people. Things have changed around housing, for example - young people may rent 
from a housing association rather than the council, so less contact with councillors.
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3. Aspirations for relationships

In the same groups, participants were asked to describe and discuss what you they would like the 
relationship between councillors and communities to be like and how would you know if that 
became reality:
• what would we be able to see?
• what would we hear?
• how would we feel?

Responses from the groups included:

• Less formal processes and barriers.
• Different communications to meet different needs and preferences.
• Earlier dialogue, before problems or issues get too far.
• Local people might become frustrated with decisions being taken through formal decision-

making structure like the cabinet - the examples quotes where it felt good where those when 
there is collective involvement of local people with  councillors, joint decision making, joint 
participation and empowerment.

• It is important that there is conversation, while recognising that there is a limit to how much 
you can involved local people in forums. The role of people from community groups 
who can represent a wider group of people is important, and is a significant 
role.

• For many groups, in terms of inclusion, it is important that there be ways that community 
groups can offer advocacy so that needs of particular groups of people are 
heard.

The councillors present said that they want 
everyone to be able to talk to each other, and 
suggested that we all need to better understand 
how everything works. Sometimes councillors 
don’t understand how it all works, we need to 
go on that journey together.
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4. The changing role of elected members

Lorna Prescott explained that historically, advocacy and accountability 
are central to the role of a councillor. 

Through Inspiring Democracy research carried out earlier this year, a third, 
increasingly crucial role has emerged, which is borne out by other research 
and commentary on the changing role of councillors, both pre and post the 
Localism Act. It is a role which involves supporting and developing 
communities. Aspects of this role are provided in the middle column of 
the table below, alongside aspects of the more traditional parts of the role. 

Advocacy
Influence on behalf of and 
represent individuals and 

communities

Support and develop 
communities

Facilitate individuals, groups & communities 
to influence and get involved

Accountability
Corporate governance and 
management of the whole 

area

• Represent views in 
formal structures

• Take up particular 
issues 

• REpresent issues from 
patch if there is 
collective interest

• Advocate
• Write letters
• Get things done for 

individual constituents
• Communicate 

residents’ concerns to 
Council and other 
providers

• Facilitate, network, negotiate, inform
• Balance community leadership while 

trying to be firm and not partial to 
different communities

• Encourage and support communities 
to get involved and work together

• Work with neighbourhood 
governance arrangements

• Motivate and inspire communities to 
believe in and do things

• Critical friend to communities
• Build networks
• Support and inspire local groups and 

organisations to take up 
opportunities, express views, claim 
rights, challenge and influence

• Set budgets
• Agree policies
• Decide priorities
• Negotiate with 

different stakeholders
• Develop relationships 

with potential allies
• Link to strategic 

service planning that 
has local impact

• Topic based interest
• Scrutiny process
• Challenge the status 

quo through political 
opposition

Lorna also shared quotes from participants of a focus group in Dudley held in March - the report 
is available here

Inspiring Democracy research and Councillor Guide
A free online resource for councillors and officers is available at 
www.inspiringdemocracy.wordpress.com
The Councillor Guide explores the role of councillors to support & develop communities, 
raising issues, posing questions, offering food for thought and ideas about working in ways that can 
inspire and empower local communities.
The Research Report contains details on how councillors see their role, how others see their 
role and what they want from councillors, what localism could be and and some of the barriers 
facing councillors and communities in working with all this.
Training is also available from the community development specialists who developed the guide.
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5. Proposals for changes in Dudley borough

Cllr David Tyler described proposals for a review of Area Committees (described in this 
consultation paper:  www.tinyurl.com/areacommreview). The proposals are being consulted on 
until 9 November 2012 and recommendations will then be taken to the Cabinet and Council later 
in November.  

You can see a video of Cllr Tyler’s short presentation on this 
page: www.tinyurl.com/inspiringdemocracy2012

In pairs, participants discussed and jotted down their immediate 
reactions, especially concerns, and risks they anticipated with 
the proposed changes.

They developed the positive opposites of the risks - things that 
we should aim for. These were as follows, themed for ease of 
reading.

Format 
• Smaller group discussions, around a table, chaired/facilitated by a member of the community 

(removing domination of the process by councillors and officers)
• Informal, proactive, encourage people to attend/participate
• People would have more confidence and be less fearful if meetings were more welcoming and 

informal (some people fear speaking in public)
• Ability/feeling able to make a difference (a question was raised around what actual power would 

exist within group to implement changes/recommendations?)! 	


Inclusion and access
• Flexible meeting times and venues daytime/weekend 

(evening meetings in the dark are not ideal, and transport 
can be more difficult in the evenings)

• Jargon free, accessible information/different formats

Resourcing
• Education of groups and councillors

Communications and media
• Feed back to members of community - not all people 

have internet, not all languages covered
• Simple, inspiring and clear publicity/marketing, make 

people aware of changes
• Better production of materials, language meeting diverse communities & young people—new media
• Give positive feed back in local communities via website, newsletter, minutes, etc.
• Better communication promoting local achievements
• Publicity via a variety of means, aims and objectives explained

Venues
• Use small friendly local venues, more informal surroundings
• Go where young people are, find what matters to them, what changes - use schools and social media 

(to address concerns around whether community forums will engage young people)
• Go where people already come together
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6. Using our passions, skills, knowledge and 
connections

Lorna suggested that the new neighbourhood 
or community forums which Dudley Council 
want to establish could be creative, 
collaborative spaces, which draw on assets in 
communities. 

Workshop participants were invited to make 
offers of passions, skills, knowledge or 
connections which they could offer to co-
create effective forums.

The following provides a flavour of the offers 
made, a full list is available in Appendix 2.

People from community groups can offer a lot of support with 
communications through network, group and congregation newsletters. 

Local groups have venues that can be used such as INSIGHT House in Brierley Hill and 
a building in Pensnett. 

Members of groups and local organisations can support inclusion wither their 
knowledge of mental health, community language, different faiths, working with young people.

Local people could be 
champions for community 
forums, they are passionate 
about the places they live, 
volunteer and work and have lots 
of connections and relationships 
with local people.

There could be links to 
health: the Clinical 
Commissioning Group could 
explore joint meetings and work 
to empower communities and 
individuals through training and 
support.
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7. How can we change things together?

Participants were invited to bring together all of their thinking and discussions from the session so 
far and seek to suggest how we could make change, and develop the best neighbourhood forums 
ever! The focus was on four areas for change:

• Local focus - community set agendas
• Participatory/more appealing meetings
• Responsive to local issues
• Better linked to other structures and meetings, and online

The table on pages 10-11 contains all of the points 
noted down through this discussion. The following 
is what groups fed back.

It’s about keeping people engaged. Community 
forums need to be friendly and meet in 
places where people feel comfortable and 
able to speak if they want to. We need to keep the 
language simple, avoid jargon. We need to make 
sure that it’s not just a place to talk, there must be 
channels for things to be taken forward and dealt 
with quickly.

Meetings need to be more interactive, using 
different seating styles - arranged for 
group discussions. Promote meetings more 
widely. Have time for local people to discuss what 
their issues are. Invite people to submit agenda 
items in advance and have time to think about 

them. Less formal meetings and less structured. Organise better communication before, during and 
after meetings. Use jargon free, accessible information. Help people to feel that they can make a 
difference by attending. Develop rules, guidelines or training on how to present and talk, so that 
everyone can hear and feel included. Equality and empowerment are important, this is linked to 
power struggles. Rather than feeling talked at, you should actually feel part of the meeting. 

Have flexible meetings, in terms of time and structure, not having meetings structured like a typical 
council meeting. Engaging young people requires flexibility, even in an informal meeting they 
may not feel comfortable contributing. Social media should be used. Submit questions - some 
people don’t like speaking in large groups. Have creative solutions - traditional ways meetings 
are run don’t allow this.

The new meetings have to find people’s passions, connect with what people want to 
see happen, and then in raising expectations - they have to deliver. In delivering, people have to 
see it happen, it has to be communicated. There needs to be a sense that the new forums are 
making a difference. For people to access meetings they need to know they are happening, and 
need to be able to get there, some of the barriers are as simple as transport.
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Table 1: how we can change things

Theme What groups noted as being important

Purpose • Joined up solutions e.g. obesity 
• Agreeing allocations for ward grants
• Local focus – community driven agenda

Format - how we 
work together

• Informal meeting with action plan at end.  Not endless minutes.
• Meetings more interactive
• Creative about solutions 
• Free discussion
• Keep the language simple – don’t lose people!
• Formal and informal balance
• Co-operation or competition?

Format - room 
layout, agendas 
etc,

• Use different seating styles
• Less informal and structured
• Flexibility of meeting
• Topic for each meeting
• Clear way of submitting question (mindful some people don’t like 

speaking)
• Submit information/agenda items in advance
• Time for local people to discuss their issues
• Balanced agenda – how are individual needs addressed without hijacking 

the agenda?

Inclusion and 
access

• Jargon free – different formats
• Accessible information
• Guidelines on accessibility – talking slowly, using voice so everyone can 

hear and take info in – it’s not just about hearing loop systems (which 
enable people with hearing loss hear more clearly by reducing 
background noises)

• Equality – empowerment, no power struggles
• Empowerment
• Participation – transport access

Geography and 
links to other 
meetings/fora

• Finding people’s passion
• Young people’s parliament 
• Health and wellbeing
• Feeding into community groups
• Representation

Resourcing • Joining resources together
• Sharing our knowledge
• ‘Training’ – facilitator, need to be able to do the job
• Bring officers in as needed
• Power?
• Issues?  Support
• Be realistic about what can be done
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Theme What groups noted as being important

Communications 
and media

• Different way of engaging (not meetings) e.g. social media
• Better communication – before and after meetings and during
• Promote widely to encourage more diverse people to attend
• Communicated to local people

Venues • Friendly, intimate venues
• Going to them, not expecting them to turn up

Outcomes • Seeing action!
• Help people to feel that they can make a difference by attending the 

forums – how? – motivation to attend
• Effective channel toward service response
• They got results, not just talk
• Being able to count on quick response
• Responsive – timing, accountability

 

8. Feedback and next steps

It was agreed that these notes would be drafted and checked by participants, and submitted as a 
response to the consultation, along with a video from the workshop, and the report from the 
Inspiring Democracy Focus Group in March.

Councillor Tyler closed the session - see the video here: www.tinyurl.com/inspiringdemocracy2012

Report compiled by Lorna Prescott (lorna@dudleycvs.org.uk)
Senior Development Officer, Dudley CVS

Photo and video credits Melissa Guest, Communications 
Development Officer, Dudley CVS

October 2012
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Appendix 1: Participant and officers list

Dudley
Helen Ashford	
	
 Dudley Clinical Commissioning Group
Bridget Brickley	
 Dudley Community Partnership
Marc Carter	
 	
 INSIGHT for Carer
Phylllis Clarke	
	
 Coseley resident and member of East Coseley Community Forum
Gerry Clarke	
 	
 Summerhill Community Centre and East Coseley Community Forum
Kate Green	
 	
 Dudley CVS
Melissa Guest 	
	
 Dudley CVS
Cllr Rachel Harris	
 Dudley MBC
Jenny Hartnell	
	
 Lookout Project
Ann Holbeach	
	
 Bethel Chapel
Anthony Hughes	
 Nash Dom CIC Eastern European & Russian Speaking Communities Coalition
Gillian Lloyd	
 	
 Dudley Borough Interfaith Network
Jami Modrak	
 	
 Nash Dom CIC Eastern European & Russian Speaking Communities Coalition
Elemay Parkes	
	
 Black Country Housing Association
Giorgi Pertia	
 	
 Nash Dom CIC Eastern European & Russian Speaking Communities Coalition
Becky Pickin	
 	
 Dudley CVS
Lorna Prescott	
 Dudley CVS
Nagheena Qumar	
 Dudley Mind
Bryan Richens	
	
 Forum for Older People and Age Concern Sedgley
Cllr Sue Ridney	
 Dudley MBC
Donna Roberts	
 Dudley MBC
Geoff Thomas 	
	
 Dudley MBC
Cllr David Tyler	
 Dudley MBC
Jim White	
 	
 North Dudley Neighbourhood Watch Association
Andrew Wickens	
 Dudley Borough Interfaith Network
Valerie Woodhouse	
 Bethel Chapel
Andy Wright	
 	
 Dudley MBC
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Appendix 2: Participants’ passions, skills, knowledge 
and connections which can facilitate collaborative 
and inclusive community forums

Caring communities: our passions The following are passions which 
participants felt could contribute to the development of community forums with 
local councillors. 

Name Group/organisation Ways that I can help ...

Nagheena Qamar Dudley MIND I understand people’s problems concerning their 
mental health and support them to their recovery to 
make the right choices which empowers the 
individual

Anthony Hughes Nashdom and Sosten Utd The council doesn’t know everything and have 
everything ‘in house’, outreach is key

Jenny Hartnell The Lookout Project I am passionate about young people having a voice 
and seeing them reach their potential.

Val Woodham Bethel Chapel I care very much about what happens in where I am 
involved.  Am committed to helping make the 
community a better place to live so very bothered 
about decision making which will impact upon the 
area or my faith based group.

Ann Holbeach Bethel Chapel I care about how we help people in our area.  We 
have a number of outreach groups which we look to 
expand/develop.

Cllr. Dave Tyler Dudley MBC I care! Not afraid to stand up for my community.

Marc Carter INSIGHT I want to make a difference.  Thinks outside the box.  
Good at starting projects.  Inspire change and 
support people with projects and ideas.

Learning and skilled communities: our knowledge and skills The 
following are skills and knowledge which participants felt could contribute to the 
development of community forums with local councillors.

Name Group/organisation I can help because

Len Ridney I act as a councillor’s Social Secretary.

Jami Modrak Nash Dom CIC I do work with the eastern European Community, 
knowledge of Eastern European and Russian 
speaking communities, their needs and issues.

Gillian Lloyd Dudley Borough Interfaith 
Network (DBIN)

DBIN knows some of the issues important to 
specific faith communities.
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Connected communities: our relationships The following are connections 
which participants felt could contribute to the development of community forums 
with local councillors. 

Name Group/organisation Ways that I can help ...

Len Ridney Christ Church Coseley Use weekly Pew News to inform of meeting dates.

Giori Pertaia Nash Dom – Eastern and 
Russian speaking 
communities

I can help to start up strategic communications 
with new arrived communities in the area to speed 
up integration and cohesion process.  To include, 
involve and use their potential fully and sufficiently.  
We have 9 different communities on board of 
directors.

Helen Ashford Dudley CCG (NHS) The CCG could explore joint meetings and work 
to empower communities and individuals through 
training and support.

Gillian Lloyd Interfaith Network (DBIN) DBIN can connect/get information to a range of 
faith organisations borough wide.

Andrew Wickens Interfaith Network/CFED Links into communities, connections especially in 
Central Dudley.

Elemay Parkes Black Country Housing 
Group (BCHG)

BCHG has connections with tenants in 
communities across Dudley.

Jenny Hartnell The Lookout Project Use of our building (Pensnett)

Jenny Hartnell The Lookout Project I have some connection with local young people 
through the work I do as a youth and community 
worker.  

Marc Carter Insight I can get websites built, projects planned and 
started, I have a large multi-use venue to offer too.

Gerry Clarke Summerhill Community 
Centre

I can promote better communication i.e. (spread 
the word) through community group contacts.

Jim White North Dudley 
Neighbourhood Watch 
Association

Circulate written info with newsletter.  Produced 4 
times a year.
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